Art Activity
Fun things to make and do with paper (1 - Collage) If you look at the pictures below by Matisse and
Mrs. Mullen, you will see that they are made entirely from different papers. Look around your house
to see how many kinds of paper you can find. (Ask before you use it!) The papers can include
newspaper, insides of envelopes, brown paper, wrapping paper, greaseproof paper and tissue paper.
You can use scissors or just rip your paper.
Tip- if you don’t have any glue at home you can use the white of an egg instead of glue. If you don’t
have a paintbrush you can use a piece of stiff cardboard instead.
Easy
Look at and feel the different
papers found in your home.
Have fun ripping the paper and
sticking them down anyway
you like, you can also fill
shapes in with your ripped
paper if you like? You could
get someone to draw these
shapes bigger for you.

Intermediate
Create an abstract picture with
your paper. Try tearing the
paper into shapes: can you
make a circle, square, oblong,
a wiggly shape etc. Stick your
shapes down to make an
interesting abstract picture.
Check out these beautiful
abstract collages by the
Famous artist Matisse.
Or you could try filling the
pictures below with your
shapes?
Henri
Matisse

Challenging
Draw a rough sketch of your
idea. Have a look at the paper
you have collected, which
papers will be best for your
idea? Cut and tear, put in
position first before you glue
them down, it is best to do the
background first. This is my cat
Sadie; she isn’t really this
colour, but wouldn’t it be nice
if she was! I put some daffodils
in my picture because it is
spring. What will your picture
be of? Experiment with
different patterns, shapes and
colours, get creative, have fun.

